
“Amazing Garden 

Matt is the ultimate gardener. His expertise is only surpassed by his love of gardening. 

I had visited his gardens in 1999 with friends Stan & Stephanie McGowan and was so pleased 

to return with Stephanie and see the garden had expanded. I love how Matt incorporates 

the works of Irish sculptors among the plantings. I took many photos and plan to share with 

my Garden Club friends in Florida. Thank you, Matt, for a delightful day.” 

“First-Rate Garden Centre! 

We loved going to this garden center. The owner was extremely friendly and knowledgable 

and generous with his time. There was a great variety of plants. We loved the flower on the 

fuschia procumbens. Matt, the owner, took the time to walk around with us and share his 

expertise. This was a great first visit--we will be back!” 

 

“If you like your plants be sure to call 

Lovely man in a lovely location.very knowledgeable on plants.anyone into plants should call 

in to see a lovely garden and see how to grow plants by the sea.” 

 

“Inspiring... 

No summer in Co Clare is complete without a visit to Matthew O'Connell's garden and 

nursery. We were there on a rainy, windy Saturday but it didn't disappoint. The garden is 

looking better than ever. Matthew, in rain slicker, pointing out plants by their latin names 

and explaining how he makes compost, was a treasure. Stunning stone and iron sculptures 

abound.  

Matthew takes gardening along the Wild Atlantic Way to new levels.” 

 

“Lovely garden setting with an extremely knowledgeable owner 

We came across this garden by accident when we took the wrong road from Doolin back to 

our cottage. The plant we bought now has pride of place in our garden in the Staffordshire 

Moorlands. if we ever return to Doolin this will be our first port of call” 

 

“A Peaceful Haven 

While in Doolin we paid a visit to Matts garden, such a beautiful garden filled with lovely 

plants that you would have difficulty finding in any big garden centre. Matt gave us a tour of 

the garden, and selected three perennials for a new flower I was creating.i also got a Burren 



Geranium as a reminder of my trip to the Burren. To sum up Matt is a gentleman and his 

garden is a must visit place for any plant lover.” 

“A Real Jewel 

If you need a break from the pubs & shops, relieve the stress of driving on the wrong side, or 

just see something beautiful, this is the place. What's more, the owner, Matt, is a treasure 

himself. He took nearly an hour of his time to guide our walk, explaining the plants and 

flowers & the story behind each. He provided helpful hints on how to succeed with some 

plants or just try similar ones instead. He had numerous varieties of fuschia, roses, sage, 

daisies and many more. There is even lamb’s ear from a garden that inspired Monet. He told 

stories of supplying flowers for weddings and was excited about having one held in his 

garden in the near future. His compost process is a wonder of efficiency. It must be, for how 

he manages to grow such a garden in a wind-swept region, hard against the sea is a true 

example of hard work and persistence. Please drop some euro coins in the bird bath at the 

rear; proceeds go to a much needed cause - rescue services in this scenic area of sea and 

high cliffs. If I gardened in this area, Matt would be my supplier of everything.” 

 


